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Abstract: The perfect hexagon showed by columnar jointed basalt gets great public appeal. However,
the accurate illustration was not given. A new explanation, which has rigid calculation, is proposed here
for their origin. With the cooling of basalt, the distribution of stress changes while the normal stress
equal to the tensile strength of basalt. Using an equation as 𝜏𝜃 = 𝜏𝑓 , where 𝜏𝜃 is the force tangentially
acting on the unit shear boundaries and 𝜏𝑓 represents the shear strength of basalt, to indicate the
condition of the shear fracture. The result of numerical calculation shows that cleavages appear at angles
of ±59.53° with the 𝜎1 , which effectively illustrate why the columnar jointed occur in conjugate pairs
with ~120°angle between cleavages. The angle depends on the internal friction angle, the cohesive force,
the tensile strength and Poisson’s ratio of basalt. Other factors on the sides and diameter of columnar
jointed, such as the velocity of cooling and components of magma, will be deeply researched in our future
work.
Keywords: columnar jointed basalt, the internal friction angle, the cohesive force, the tensile strength,
Poisson’s ratio, the percentage composition of quartz
1. Introduction
Basalt formed after the eruption and cooling of magma, and the rocks often broke down during
cooling. It is observed in fields that the broken basalt is usually hexagonal, and a few are pentagonal,
quadrilateral and triangular.

Figure 1: The photos of basalt columnar joints

Figure 2: Simplified schematic diagram of basalt columnar joints
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According to statistics, the phenomenon of basalt columnar joints being hexagonal and the inner angle
being 120°is widespread [1].

Figure 3: Statistics of inner angle and side length of columnar joints
After summarizing previous studies, there are two mainstream views:
1) Cooling makes the volume of the rock shrink, thus accounting for the breakdown of it and the
show of columnar joints [2] [3].
2) In the process of magma cooling, the top layer of the rock formation is in a cooler atmosphere or
in cooler water, but the bottom layer is at a higher temperature, thus there is an obvious temperature
gradient between the top layer and the bottom layer. In the mean time, Rayleigh-Bénard convection
occurs in a limited range of thickness below the solid-liquid boundary of the magma, forming a hexagonal
“lattice” of convection (figure 2). In the process of cooling, the hexagonal lattice extends downward and
finally forms columnar joints with the downward movement of the solid-liquid boundary [4] [5].

Figure 4: The vertical view of Rayleigh-Bénard convection

Figure 5: The side-view mimetic diagram of Rayleigh-Bénard convection
In this article analysis about the two opinions are as follows:
1) Viewpoint one holds that the rock fracture occurs under the action of tensile stress, but it is
observed in the field that the fracture surface of basalt columnar joints is relatively flat, and some of the
surfaces even appear scratches, which is inconsistent with the point.
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2) Viewpoint 2 take the attitude that local Rayleigh-Bénard convection occurs during the cooling of
the magma, so the flowing liquid will lead to the directional movement of the crystalline substance
contained therein, showing the streamline of the Rayleigh-Bénard convection. However, this directional
arrangement of crystalline substance in basalt columnar joints is not found in the field observations.
In summary, we consider that basalt has both tensile stress and shear stress in the process of cooling
and rupture, and shear rupture takes place in basalt under the action of the two stresses, with columnar
joints showing hexagonal.
2. Theoretical arithmetic
2.1 Model building
Using infinitesimal method to study basalt, we consider that basalt is isotropic, which means the force
it bears is the same in all directions. However, because of the small local differences, the forces the
infinitesimal bears in the two directions σ1 , σ2 are slightly different (on assumption that σ1 > σ2 , σ1 ≈
σ2 ). So that little deformation occurs (Figure 6). At the same time, the tensile stress σ1 basalt bears is
approximately equal to its tensile strength, and basalt is in the stage of imminent rupture.

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the stress deformation of the infinitesimal
Note 1: the solid line is in the stage before deformation and the dashed line is after deformation
The deformation trend of the infinitesimal will change the tensile stress  2 and change the direction

of the rock rupture. Let  3 be the changed tensile stress, which is related to the Poisson's ratio of basalt.
The Poisson's ratio of basalt is 0.23-0.32 [6], which is affected by temperature. When temperature
increases, the toughness of basalt increases, and the Poisson ratio is smaller. When temperature decreases,
the brittleness of rock increases, the Poisson ratio is larger. We use the average value in this paper, i.e.
  2.8 . Then the changed tensile stress  3 is
𝜎3 = 𝜎2 +

𝜈
1
𝜎1 =
𝜎 > 𝜎1
1−𝜈
1−𝜈 1

The force of the redistributed tensile stress on the infinitesimal is shown below

Figure 7: The stress on the infinitesimal
𝜎𝜃 , 𝜎𝛼 , 𝜏𝜃 , 𝜏𝛼 in Figure 7 satisfies the following relation [7]
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1
1
𝜎𝜃 = (𝜎1 + 𝜎3 ) + (𝜎1 − 𝜎3 ) cos 2𝜃
2
2
{
1
1
𝜎𝛼 = (𝜎1 + 𝜎3 ) + (𝜎1 − 𝜎3 ) cos 2𝛼
2
2
1
𝜏𝜃 = (𝜎1 − 𝜎3 ) sin 2𝜃
2
{
1
𝜏𝛼 = (𝜎1 − 𝜎3 ) sin 2𝛼
2
Under these forces, the rock will undergo shear rupture along the direction of τθ , the condition of
which is,
𝜏𝜃 = 𝜏𝑓
𝜏𝑓 is the shear strength of the rock at the corresponding temperature, and the shear strength satisfies
that
𝜏𝑓 = 𝜎𝜃 tan 𝜃𝑐 + 𝑐
The 𝜃𝑐 is the internal friction angle of the rock, which is related to the properties of the rock itself
and the temperature. The c is the cohesion of the rock, also related to the two factors.
2.2 Mechanical properties of basalt
2.2.1 The tensile strength of basalt
The tensile strength 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 of basalt is about 18.5𝑀𝑃𝑎. According to the previous analysis, it is
established that
𝜎1 ≈ 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 18.5𝑀𝑃𝑎
2.2.2 The shear strength of basalt
Because of lack of relevant experimental data of basalt at a high temperature, this paper uses the data
of feldspar sandstone for simple estimation.
The reason why to choose feldspar sandstone is the quartz content in the feldspar sandstone is small,
the basalt contains hardly quartz, and the degree of resemblance between the two rocks is high (the quartz
will melt around 600℃, so it has a great influence on the cohesion of the rock and the size of the internal
friction angle) [9].

Figure 8: Relationship between cohesion/angle of internal friction and temperature of feldspar
sandstone
Approximately, the relationship between internal friction angle 𝜃𝑐 of feldspar sandstone and
temperature is [9]
𝜃𝑐 = 30.27 − 0.03𝑇 + 5.35 × 10−5 𝑇 2 − 3.28 × 10−8 𝑇 3
The relationship between cohesion 𝑐 of feldspar sandstone and temperature approximately satisfies
that
𝑐 = 46.53 − 0.09 × 𝑇 + 1.28 × 10−4 𝑇 2 − 8.02 × 10−8 𝑇 3
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The basalt and feldspar sandstone are brittle at 200℃, and both melt at 1000℃. Their properties are
similar. Since there is almost no quartz in basalt, in order to eliminate the influence of quartz, this article
takes the connection between 200℃ and 1000℃ of feldspar sandstone as the relationship curve between
interval friction angle/cohesion of basalt and temperature, simply estimating the properties of basalt by
the two points (200,33.01) and (1000,4.33).
Approximately, the relationship between internal friction angle 𝜃𝑐 of basalt and temperature is
𝜃𝑐 = −6.48 × 10−3 𝑇 + 27.45
The relationship between cohesion 𝑐 of basalt and temperature approximately meets that
𝑐 = −3.59 × 10−2 𝑇 + 40.19
2.3 Numerical calculation
After elimination, it can be found that

 satisfies the following relation

𝜎1 + 𝜎3
2𝑐
sin 𝜃𝑐 +
cos 𝜃𝑐 = sin(2𝜃 − 𝜃𝑐 )
𝜎1 − 𝜎3
𝜎1 − 𝜎3
According to the mechanical properties of basalt, the results of the numerical calculation are as
follows,

Figure 9: Results of the numerical calculation
Given that the rock will undergo shear rupture along the direction of τθ in Figure 6 under these
forces, there is no harming in Considering θ in Figure 6 as the half of the centre angle of hexagonal like
the following picture, and then it is intuitive that basalt tends to hexagonal structure when undergoing
shear rupture.

Figure 10: The schematic diagram of hexagonal, half of whose centre angle is 
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3. Postscript
3.1 Comparison of the formation of other effusive rock columnar joints
It can be widely observed in nature that columnar joints are mainly developed in basalt, and a small
amount can be seen in andesite and rhyolite. The reasons why columnar joints do not develop in such
rocks are briefly analyzed as follows:
1) The cohesion of a rock. The rhyolite has a large cohesion. For one thing it appears massive after
ejection from volcano, unable to form magmatic flows; For another thing, the tensile strength is large,
and the tensile and shear stress are difficult to reach its shear strength in the actual cooling process.
2) The quartz content of the rock. A phase transition occurs in quartz at 600℃, which makes the
volume of rock and the fluidity suddenly increase, thus changing the cooling process of rock.
3.2 Analysis of formation mechanism of other columns
Besides the hexagonal prism, there are also triangular prisms, quadrangular prisms, pentagonal prisms
and heptagon prisms in nature, but their distribution is different (Figure 11) [10]

Figure 11: Statistical chart of columnar joints at the junction of Sichuan and Yunnan
The composition of magma in different regions is different, and the cohesion of rock is affected by
its quartz content. As the cohesion of the rock increases, the angle between the direction of rupture and
the 𝜎1 becomes smaller. The rock tends to form pentagonal prism, quadrangular prism or triangular
prism, and, conversely, it tends to form heptagon prism. The temperature of magma ejection and the
difference of cooling rate caused by environment both affect the angle 𝜃 of rock rupture, resulting in
different shapes of columnar joints [9].
The above analysis can be further quantitatively confirmed in subsequent studies.
4. Conclusion
Through the analysis of the stress basalt bears during cooling, it is proposed that when the cohesion
of condensation-contraction of rock (magma) reaches its tensile strength, the stress state at the micro
potential fracture surface is reformed due to the Poisson effect of rock, and a new potential fracture
surface is formed. When the shear stress at the new potential fracture surface is equal to the tensile
strength of the rock, shear rupture occurs in the rock (magma) like the theoretical model. According to
the internal friction angle, cohesion, tensile strength and Poisson's ratio of basalt at the corresponding
temperature, the inner angle of columnar joint is 119.1°, which reasonably explains the formation of
hexagonal shape. At last, the influence of cohesion on the shape and formation of columnar joints is
discussed by comparing different rocks.
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